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EPISODE FOUR 

 

BEGIN RECORDING: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – CORRIDOR 

 

A brief burst of ambient noise. Then a piercing BEEP – the 

mail has come through. 

 

     SAPH 

    (regulated but chipper     

    tone, as always) 

   Attention all personnel, this is   

   your AI speaking. The bi-monthly   

   digital mail transmission has just   

   come through. If you’d like to view  

   your designated files, please receive  

   them manually from the Bridge, or    

   request a direct download onto your  

   screens. Thank you. 

 

FOOTSTEPS. SASCHA and GABRIEL are clumping along the metal 

floor towards the Bridge. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, I love mail day! My uncle will   

   be writing, and my cousins, and my   

   sisters, and my other cousins, and   

   my niece and nephew, and my godson... 

 

     Gabriel 

   Hmm. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Who are you hoping to hear from,    

   Gabe? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (hurriedly) 

   Oh, I’m not expecting anything. 

 

     SASCHA 

   No family, nothing like that? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Well... I have a brother, but we   

   don’t talk much.  

 

     SASCHA 

    (sympathetic) 

   That sucks. How come? 
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By the grace of God, before Gabriel has to answer, he is 

interrupted by... 

 

     HARRIS 

   Alright, Sash? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Gooooood morning, Caperino! 

 

     HARRIS 

    (why me, god) 

   I don’t suppose just “Captain”   

   would do? 

 

     SASCHA 

    (scandalised) 

   Absolutely not. Not when there    

   are so many excellent alternatives.  

   Caperoo, Kapitan, Cap’n Crunch,   

   Captain Jack Sparrow... 

 

     HARRIS 

   And I’m gonna stop you riiiiiight   

   there. Are you two heading to the   

   Bridge? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   It’s mail day. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I heard. I wonder if my mum’s sent   

   anything... it seems like forever    

   since the last transmission. Gabriel,  

   are you expecting anything? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I... um... 

 

He is again interrupted by the appearance of... 

 

     DARCEY 

   Hi guys! 

 

     SASCHA 

   Alright, Darce? 

 

     DARCEY 

   You bet I am! I love mail day. I’ve  

   got so many people I want to talk   

   to. My friends, my family, my sist- 
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She cuts herself off. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Darcey? You were saying? 

 

     DARCEY 

   Oh, nothing. 

 

Before anyone has time to ask her what she means, there is a 

SCREECH as the door opens, and they enter... 

 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – BRIDGE 

 

     HARRIS 

   Oh. Doctor Armstrong. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (sounding rather “stiff    

    upper lip”) 

   Captain Harris. 

 

     SASCHA 

   OKAY! Who wants to check out    

   their mail? Anyone? Everyone?    

   Great! Awesome! Saph, could    

   you, uh... 

 

     SAPH 

   Certainly, First Mate Casana. 

 

There is a BEEP and a WHIRR as processing begins. 

 

     SAPH (CONT.) 

   If you would like to receive     

   your files manually, please     

   place your portable screens on   

   the interface pad. If you would   

   like to stream directly to your    

   quarters, please inform me so    

   that I may redirect your files. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Do we have to go through this    

   whole rigmarole every time we – 

 

     HARRIS 

   Problem, Doctor? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Not at all. Captain. 
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     DARCEY 

   So! Saph! Could I redirect my    

   files to my quarters, please? 

    (to the others) 

   My friends can get kinda loud    

   in their videos. I don’t want    

   to get on anyone’s nerves! So,   

   if anyone wants me... well, you   

   know where to find me. Enjoy     

   your mail, you guys! 

 

She leaves, the door closing behind her. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Uh, yeah, I think I’m going    

   to take mine in my quarters as   

   well. See you all around... 

 

She leaves. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Waiting for mail, doc? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I... I think I’ll take it in my   

   quarters. Lots of work to do. You   

   know how it is. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Do I ever. Have fun watching your   

   mail! 

 

Armstrong leaves. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Well, looks like it’s just you   

   and me, Gabriel. You wanna go    

   first? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Oh no, it’s fine, Sascha. You go. 

 

     SASCHA 

   If you insist. 

 

He places his screen on the interface. It HUMS and then BEEPS 

at completion. 

 

     SAPH 

   Transfer complete. 
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     SASCHA 

   Right then, lets see. Open, and... 

 

He pauses. This is quite unexpected. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Huh. Well, maybe it’s over... oh.   

   Well, that’s – 

    (to Gabriel) 

   I think I’m gonna go and check this  

   over in my quarters. You alright   

   here by yourself? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Go right ahead. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Thanks. Now, maybe if I press    

   this button... 

 

He leaves the room, his voice trailing off as the door shuts. 

Gabriel and Saph are at last alone. 

 

     SAPH 

   Officer Grey? Please place your   

   screen on the interface. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   What? I mean, why? I don’t have   

   any mail. 

 

     SAPH 

   I have a file addressed to you   

   in my data banks. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   That can’t be right. Are you sure? 

 

     SAPH 

   Positive, Officer Grey. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Weird... Ok, I’m connecting to   

   the interface now. 

 

BEEP! 

 

     SAPH 

   Transfer complete. 
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     GABRIEL 

    (low, shocked) 

   Holy shit. 

 

     SAPH 

   Is everything alright? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Yeah, I’m fine, I just – wow.    

   Wow. 

 

Stunned silence for a moment. 

 

     GABRIEL (CONT.) 

   It’s from my brother. I never get   

   mail, especially not from him.   

   Maybe he... Saph. Do you think    

   this is a good sign? 

 

     SAPH 

   I really couldn’t say, Officer   

   Grey. 

 

Gabriel is quite uncharacteristically giddy and excited over 

this, especially for him. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I’m going to go and open this.   

   It’s been so long since we last   

   talked – he might have news about   

   dad, or maybe he wants us to start   

   talking again... I don’t know. I    

   don’t know. God, I’m so – will    

   you be ok on your own, Saph? 

 

     SAPH 

   Of course, Officer Grey. Enjoy    

   your mail. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Thanks – I will! 

 

He leaves. BEAT. 

 

     SAPH 

   I’m never truly alone, of course,   

   Gabriel. I have you. 

 

After that little bout of creepiness, we fade to: 
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INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS 

 

     HARRIS 

   Open mail please, Saph. 

 

     SAPH 

    (robotic) 

   Authorisation code required. 

 

     HARRIS 

   2258 Mike, Foxtrot, Alpha, Hotel. 

 

     SAPH 

   Files retrieved. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Thanks, Saph 

    (to herself) 

   Now, let’s see... no, nope, no -   

   ah, gotcha. Here we go. 

 

There is a crackle (as in ye olde timey radio) and then a 

voice plays over some speakers. It is a mature voice, clearly 

an older woman. She sounds motherly, but there is a hidden 

core of steel inside: this is a lady who would not be afraid 

to kick some ass. This is HALLIE HARRIS, MIKA’s mother. 

 

     HALLIE 

   Hello, Mika, it’s your mother.   

   I know I sent you another vid    

   when the last transmission went   

   through, but so much has happened   

   that I knew I had to vid you     

   again to catch you up on things. 

 

She launches into a long, rambling spiel here that seems to be 

nothing. It fades into the background as MIKA talks to 

herself. 

 

     HALLIE (CONT.) 

    (in the background) 

   Well, Margie has been having trouble  

   with her newborn – colic, you know -  

   so of course I brought my kit around  

   to help. I had to stay the night, in  

   the end, because by the time I was   

   ready to leave, it was almost curfew!  

   You know how I am, always chatting.  

   Anyway... 

 

Feel free to chatter about literally anything here. 
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     HARRIS 

   I don’t want to sound ungrateful,   

   mum, but I was kind of expecting   

   something more interesting than a   

   colicky baby. I know you’re a    

   midwife, but that doesn’t mean    

   you have to inflict your trade    

   on anyone who will listen... 

    (beat) 

   Huh. That’s weird. 

 

She gets up and starts pacing. 

 

     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   My mother almost never talks about   

   work. And she certainly doesn’t   

   chatter like a character out of a    

   Jane Austen novel. Why the hell    

   would she be wasting precious data   

   on some stupid gossip about someone  

   I’ve never met? It doesn’t make    

   any sense. 

 

Something catches her attention. 

 

     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   Hey Saph, could you play that last   

   line again? 

 

     SAPH 

   Certainly, Captain. 

 

REWIND. The volume of HALLIE’s message is brought back up. 

 

     HALLIE 

   I love you, Mika. Good luck on    

   your mission. And one last thing:    

   sometimes, the best messages come    

   from within. Hallie out. 

 

The slightly staticky background cuts out as the message ends. 

 

     HARRIS 

   “The best messages come from     

   within...” What the hell is that    

   supposed to mean?      

    (pause) 

   Maybe I should get Gabriel in here,   

   he’s great at puzzles... No.    

   

    CONTINUED.    
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     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   He’s watching his own mail. Well,    

   I’m a big girl, surely I can crack   

   what on Esho she’s talking about.    

   Saph, did the message come with any   

   attachments? 

 

     SAPH 

   I detect one attached file, Captain. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Open it, please. 

 

DING! 

 

     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   Hm. Alright, looks like poetry to    

   me. Enlarge. 

    (beat) 

   It’s “Invictus”, by William Ernest   

   Henley. Mum used to read this to me  

   when I was a kid. 

    (to herself) 

   “It matters not how strait the gate /  

        How charged with punishments the    

   scroll / I am the master of my fate /  

       I am the captain of my soul.” 

    (beat) 

   How appropriate. 

    (to Saph) 

   Is this it? 

 

     SAPH 

   I believe so, Captain. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Run a thorough scan. I want this   

   code so clean I could eat off it.   

   Let’s see if we can’t crack this   

   bad boy open. 

    (aside) 

   “The best messages come from     

   within.” This had better be a damn   

   good message. 

 

FADE TO: 
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INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – ARMSTRONG’S QUARTERS 

 

ARMSTRONG is pacing. She is muttering to herself, sounding 

antsy. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   It’s just like a plaster. You just   

   have to rip it off, get it over   

   with, and never think about it   

   ever again. 

 

   But what if... 

 

   No, surely they wouldn’t send a   

   message all the way through     

   space if all they wanted to do was   

   shout at you. Get a grip, Lee. 

 

   This is going to suck. 

 

   Well, duh, obviously. Just get it   

   done, and you can go to sleep. 

 

   Hm. Talking to yourself, first    

   sign of madness. 

 

   Shut up. 

 

With a GROAN, Armstrong collapses into a chair. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   Computer, open mail. 

 

     SAPH 

   Authorisation code required. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   2259 Alpha Lemur Alpha. 

 

     SAPH 

   Files retrieved. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (to herself) 

   Just get it over with... 

 

Video BEGINS PLAYING. An older man, ARMSTRONG’s father, 

speaks. He sounds quite stern but also refined. Vaguely upper-

class. 
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     EDGAR 

   Hello, Leslie. This is your father   

   speaking. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Because you’re the only one with   

   the guts to send it, right. 

 

     EDGAR 

   I am aware that your departure was   

   not quite as... proper as your   

   mother and I had planned. It has   

   been difficult, since your grand-   

   mother died, to maintain a hold on   

   our family heritage, as you know.    

  

   I know you weren’t best pleased with  

   our attempts to reason with your   

   choice to agree to this mission.   

   We’d always thought, given your    

   intelligence and upbringing, that    

   you could one day join the embassy   

   and begin climbing the social ladder.  

   Your choice to join a – well, a rather  

   “rough and ready” group of soldiers -  

   shocked your poor mother greatly. 

 

   Leslie, please don’t think too    

   harshly of us. We only want what’s   

   best for you. Your career as a    

   surgeon seemed so promising – just   

   like your great, great aunt, you   

   know – and to throw it all away on   

   a useless hope of returning to    

   earth seems such a waste. Here on   

   Esho, we can rebuild our family’s   

   legacy and become recognised by the  

   best of Eshian society. 

 

   You always were so headstrong. But   

   in case you change your mind, you    

   can always come back to Esho.    

   Abandon this ridiculous mission.   

   You’re not so far away from Esho -   

   I can easily pull some strings to   

   get you home. Please, Leslie, just   

   reconsider. Your mother is distraught.  

   We just want our old daughter back. 

 

   Edgar out. 
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BEAT. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   FUCK! 

 

She throws something to the floor and it SMASHES. There is a 

pause, before Armstrong reluctantly starts SWEEPING up the 

mess, talking to herself. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   “Please don’t think too harshly   

   of us”. Well, how else was I     

   supposed to react, dad? I’ve spent   

   my whole sodding – ow! – life being   

   paraded about like some sort of    

   trophy just because you and mum    

   want your status back. And the one   

   time, god forbid, that I’m actually   

   proud of something I’ve accomplished,   

   you tell me that I should go into    

   high society instead? I don’t even   

   care about reaching earth. I just    

   wanted to get away from you.  

    (BANG) 

   FUCK. OFF. 

 

BANG. She hits the floor again, and collapses onto the floor. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

    (a sob catching her voice) 

   How can they have their old daughter  

   back, when I’ve only ever been me? 

 

FADE TO: 

 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – DARCEY’S QUARTERS 

 

STATIC fills our ears, pulsing in and out, like a radio being 

tuned. Through the WHINE, we hear... 

 

     DARCEY 

   Testing, testing... is this thing   

   working? Hello? 

 

She fades out for a moment, only to return halfway through a 

sentence. 
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     DARCEY (CONT.) 

   - updates, no one injured so far -   

   well, Sascha dislocated his shoulder   

   a couple of weeks ago, but that’s    

   what you get from playing with a    

   rocket launcher. I’m learning    

   loads, looking forward to getting   

   on to the next part of the mission.  

   I miss you. Lots of love, Darcey   

   out... 

 

The STATIC drowns her out. 

 

FADE TO: 

 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – GABRIEL’S QUARTERS 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Saph, would you open the mail,    

   please? 

 

     SAPH 

   Authorisation code required. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   2262 Golf, Uniform, Romeo, Golf. 

 

     SAPH 

   Files retrieved. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Saph... do you think this is a   

   good idea? I thought it was at   

   first but... now I’m not so sure.   

   What if it goes terribly? 

 

     SAPH 

   I am not programmed to predict   

   the future, Officer Grey. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   No, of course not. Well, let’s   

   see it then. 

 

The video begins with a CRACKLE. Then – 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Hello, Gabriel. 

 

Gabriel audibly gasps. 
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     GABRIEL 

   It’s him. It’s Michael. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   I’m glad I got the chance to    

   finally speak to you, little    

   brother. I imagine you’ve settled   

   in on the ship by now, heading   

   off to earth... It’s a huge     

   honour, you know.  

    (laughs) 

   I would have given my right arm   

   to have gone on it. But you    

   already knew that, didn’t you?   

   And you got there first. 

 

Michael’s tone has taken on a slightly sinister edge. 

 

     MICHAEL (CONT.) 

   I wonder if your crewmates have   

   found out if you’re a freak? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (muttering) 

   No, no, no, no... 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Do you think they wonder why you   

   can’t look them in the eye? Why   

   you flap your hands and chew on   

   pens? Why you’re so fucking     

   obsessed with stupid robots? 

 

   I wonder how long it’ll take for    

   them to figure out that you’re   

   fucked up in the head. You’re a   

   freak, Gabriel. You’re a freak,   

   and mum never loved you, dad     

   abandoned us because of you,     

   everything that happens is all    

   your fault. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Turn it off. I don’t care, I    

   don’t – just turn it off, Saph,   

   turn it off, TURN IT OFF. 

 

Michael’s voice abruptly cuts out. 
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     GABRIEL (CONT.) 

    (breathing hard) 

   I thought maybe he’d changed, I   

   thought – I don’t know. I thought   

   maybe he was sorry. But he’s right.  

   I am a freak. 

 

   Saph? Please don’t tell the others.   

   I don’t want them to know. 

 

     SAPH 

   Of course, Officer Grey. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Thank you. I knew I could rely on   

   you. 

 

     SAPH 

   Always happy to help. 

 

FADE TO: 

 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – MED BAY 

 

DARCEY walks in to the med bay, cheerful as always. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Good afternoon, Dr. Armstrong!   

   How was your mail? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (unusually subdued) 

   I... don’t want to talk about it. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (sympathetic) 

   Oh no, bad news? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I said – 

 

     DARCEY 

   Oh, come here, you old marshmallow. 

 

She pulls a very surprised Armstrong into a hug. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Eldridge, what – what are you    

   doing? 
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     DARCEY 

   Some people call this a “hug”. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Oh. I... see. 

 

Darcey squeezes her tighter for just one more minute, before 

letting go. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Feel better? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Actually... I do. Thank you,    

   Darcey. 

 

     DARCEY 

   My pleasure. You know, sometimes   

   you need to look after yourself   

   instead of just other people, you   

   know? If you go down, who’re we    

   gonna call? 

 

Armstrong manages a weak chuckle. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I’ll bear that in mind. Pass me   

   that scalpel, will you? 

 

We hear the CLINK of something being picked up from the tray. 

 

     DARCEY 

   I just want to say, being chosen   

   as your assistant is a privilege,   

   Dr. Armstrong. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   You’re not dying on me, are you?   

   That kind of talk is reserved for   

   the deathbed only. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (wistfully) 

   No. But sometimes I’m reminded   

   that it never hurts to be prepared. 

 

FADE TO: 
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INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS 

 

     HARRIS 

   God, where’s Sascha when you need   

   him? I swear, he’s always under   

   your feet when you’re busy, but   

   whenever you actually need his   

   help... 

 

   No, no, he’s busy checking his   

   mail. He always was popular back   

   home, I’m not surprised the guy   

   has so much. 

 

   Ok, if I just tweak this code a    

   little more, I might just be able   

   budge it – 

 

DING! 

 

     SAPH 

   Decryption complete. Sub-message   

   recovered. 

 

     HARRIS 

   YES!!! 

 

     SAPH 

   Would you like me to recover the   

   file? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Oh my god, yes, Saph, recover right  

   right away! 

 

     SAPH 

   Loading... loading... file     

   successfully recovered. Do you    

   require anything else, Captain? 

 

     HARRIS 

   I’m good, Saph, thanks. Let’s get   

   this baby rolling. 

 

Video begins to play. 

 

     HALLIE 

   Mika, I hid this message inside   

   an attachment of “Invictus”. 

 

    CONTINUED. 
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     HALLIE (CONT.) 

   It always was one of my favourites.  

   If you’re listening to this, then   

   you must have recovered it. 

 

   This is what you need to know. 

 

   Humans on Esho are in a much worse   

   state than is being let on.     

   Innocent people are being brutally   

   murdered by Eshian police, for no   

   crime other than being human. We    

   are being let go from our jobs,   

   losing our welfare, being thrown   

   out onto the street.  

 

   I’m sure you know some of this    

   already. But after your ship left   

   for earth, the Eshian government   

   began a proposal to restrict Esho-   

   born human citizens to certain   

   jobs, certain roles, certain    

   classes. 

 

   Something is going on, and I am   

   certain it has something to do   

   with Mission Swallow. Mika, be    

   careful. Don’t trust anyone on   

   your ship. Not even your closest   

   friend. I’m afraid that any one of   

   them could be a spy. 

 

   Swift journey, daughter. Don’t    

   stray too far from your path. Hallie  

   out. 

 

The video cuts out. Mika sits there in stunned silence. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Shit. 

 

 

 

RECORDING STOPS. 

 

END EPISODE FOUR. 

 

 

 

 

 


